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Abstract. In the following research, collaboration between mul-
tiple robotic devices is used to e�ciently explore and construct a
map of an unknown structure. In order to most e�ciently split
up the task of exploration, various search algorithms are consid-
ered which use prior search experience to avoid redundancy and
maintain stability. Di↵erent algorithms apply to di↵erent loca-
tions, such as hallways, rooms, or the outdoors. If a robot can
understand its current environment, the e�ciency of operating in
that environment can increase. Simulations apply varying reward
and cost estimates to di↵erent location types in an e↵ort to find
the most e�cient search allocation method.

1. Introduction and Background

In any computerized exploration of an unknown environment, a ro-
bot must make decisions on the fly as it discovers new information.
Using multiple robots, or teams of robots, can greatly increase search
speed through division of labor and exploration of di↵erent areas si-
multaneously. This improved e�ciency comes at a cost. Aside from
monetary cost increases, multiple robots carry the risk of collision when
operating in the same environment.

1.1. Considerations for Robotic Searches.

1.1.1. Collision Avoidance. Collision between slow moving vehicles may
not be a problem, but faster vehicles or fragile ones, such as a flying
robot, could have a much bigger impact. Robots must have a way of
detecting and avoiding potential collisions by communicating with the
other robots.

1.1.2. Network Communication. To accomplish the goal of mapping an
environment, robots must relay information they gather to other robots
and the people deploying them. As typical with the real world, limited
communication range poses a problem. Most robot teams employ ei-
ther a wide area network (WAN) or dispersed node (ad hoc) network.
The best network configuration depends on the type of environment



being explored. With either network, robots must avoid straying too
far from the group to prevent becoming lost. On a WAN network,
lost robots may have an increased chance for collision if they cannot
communicate location data to each other. This poses less of a prob-
lem with an ad hoc network because robots close enough to collide are
typically close enough to communicate their whereabouts before any
impact could occur. Lost robots also may have trouble returning home
if they cannot recover a connection to the network. As detailed by Win-
field [6], ad hoc networks tend to be more versatile than their WAN
counterparts. Because robots are able to control the network through
manipulation of their relative positions, placing restrictions on move-
ment while traversing a structure can minimize the risk of network
dropout.

1.1.3. Deadlock. In most exploratory tasks, robots are programmed to
target and seek out unknown locations. O’Donnell and Perez [3] de-
tail techniques for minimizing or eliminating the problem known as
deadlock. Deadlock happens when robots are prevented from moving
when they become too densely clustered. Not being able to move may
hinder them from e↵ectively reaching their destination. If every robot
in a team flocks to the same location, search time will increase sig-
nificantly as the robots may have trouble escaping their dense cluster.
In addition, workload is increased if the robots cannot take advantage
of teamwork. Other researchers have had success splitting up target
areas, computing the cost, and assigning a robot or team of robots
to search the location. One solution could be to place a limit on the
proximity of any two robots. To avoid redundant work, teams mark
explored regions by reporting the collected information to the master
controller when finished.

1.1.4. E�cient Search Estimation. When searching a building, hall-
ways have a very high potential to lead to an unexplored space. Most
often a basic room does not. We can take advantage of this type of
knowledge and apply di↵erent algorithms to di↵erent areas. A hallway
could have a higher priority so that new areas can be found quickly.
A unique case exists when a robot enters the outdoors. An outdoor
space is the inverse of an indoor one. Outdoor spaces are wide open
with walls or buildings placed sporadically. Robots should be able to
recognize outdoor spaces to employ a di↵erent search algorithm.

1.2. Proposed Algorithm Concept. This proposal assigns a high
priority for gathering outdoor space data. Whether searching the out-
side or acquiring data from satellite or aerial photos, paying attention



to the perimeter of a structure will prove especially helpful for a search
team. Because structures occupy 3D space it is logical to conclude that
all space within a building must be contained within the confines of the
buildings exterior walls, the exception being underground areas like a
basement. This algorithm tries to aid robotic searches by acquiring as
much data as possible before the search starts. The presence of a base-
ment in a building will increase search time, but the hope is that this
algorithm will still improve the search e�ciency to some degree for the
above ground portion of the structure. If a team of robots can acquire
information about a buildings exterior, the entire system of robots has
a significant advantage over systems that are only aware of previously
mapped interior spaces. Knowing the boundaries of a building trans-
mits key traits about the environment to a team much quicker than
exclusively indoor searches. Size, number of stories, and general shape
can be estimated easily giving task allocation algorithms a much better
estimate, thus improving e�ciency.

2. Goal of Research

2.1. Purpose of Multi-Robot Search. Robots are most often used
to aid humans in completing tasks that are boring, mundane, exces-
sively time consuming, technically challenging, or hazardous to human
health. For the purposes of this paper, we look at the e�ciency of
searching an unknown environment. Robots can either search for a
single object, an unknown number of objects, or simply be deployed in
order to acquire a detailed map of the environment. To better illustrate
these types of searches three search scenarios are presented.

• A bomb threat has been made to a building and police need to
find if it exists, and where it is located quickly and safely. Once
any existing bomb has been found, detailed information about
its location is relayed and the search is terminated.

• An earthquake has damaged a nuclear power facility, and radi-
ation meters have detected a breach of the reactor vessel. In
order to minimize radiation exposure, robotic search teams are
deployed to discover all sources of radioactivity in the facility.
They need to cover the entire premises and take measurements
throughout.

• A military team has encountered an unexplored building that
has been deemed unsafe to enter. They need a detailed map
of the building to provide familiarity to the soldiers before en-
tering. Robots need to recreate an accurate 3D model of the



building, but do not have a particular target to identify. The
entire building must be explored.

In the first example, teams can discontinue searching once the tar-
get has been found. This problem resembles a computerized search
tree in that it emphasizes the finding of a specific location quickly. In
the remaining examples, the entire building must be searched regard-
less of any applicable targets. Because the entire building must be
searched, e�ciency is improved by reducing redundant or overlapping
work. These examples all require a finite amount of space to be cov-
ered. E�ciency becomes especially important in large buildings where
redundant work can greatly hinder overall search time. This paper fo-
cuses on searches where the team needs to cover the entire area. The
presence of target locations is not relevant to the proposed search al-
gorithm.

2.2. Measuring E�ciency. In order to explore the possibility for im-
proved e�ciency in robotic searches, it is essential to establish criteria
by which to judge the e�ciency of a search.

2.2.1. Search Time. Search time is one way to judge e�ciency. Many
applications, particularly search and rescue, need to be completed
quickly. When comparing overall search optimization, it makes sense
to base criteria on search time.

2.2.2. Traversal Distance. Another alternative is traversal distance.
Energy consumption is the primary motivating factor for considering
distance as a measure of e�ciency. Many applications such as space ex-
ploration have a finite amount of power available to complete a search.
Reducing the amount of energy spent on a search means robots can
search more with their available power.

2.2.3. Correlation of Methods. As Cabrera-Mora and Xiao [2] point
out, search time and total traversal distance are inversely proportion-
ate. That is to say adding more robots can reduce search time, but
there will always be some degree of inherent overlap that causes the
combined search distance to increase. For measuring the comparative
e�ciency between two equal-robot algorithms, comparing the product
of time and distance would work well. Because time and distance of a
search are inversely proportionate, it is possible for distance to give an
equally accurate meter for performance on its own.



2.2.4. Best Method for Measuring E�ciency. Because the primary ben-
efit of adding more robots is reducing search time, we can infer that
systems that take advantage of multiple robots are interested in im-
proving speed or redundancy and are aware of the inherent increase in
power consumption. Although time is good for measuring e�ciency be-
tween single and multi-robot systems, it is more suitable to use traver-
sal distance as criteria for determining comparative e�ciency between
multi-robot search algorithms.

3. Robot Distribution and Search

3.1. Task Distribution.

3.1.1. Current Methods. Studies performed by Bonabeau et al. [1] test
the performance of task distribution in ant colonies. They determined
that colonies of ants will adjust the distribution of tasks to ensure the
viability of the colony. They were able to model a high-level zone allo-
cation algorithm after their research with ants. The algorithm requires
agents to assign themselves to open zones in order to complete a task.

Rodic and Engelbrecht [4] explored an auction-like bidding system
where robots bid on their ability to complete a task, and the highest
bidder is chosen to execute the task. This works well for finding the
best robot for a job, but still does not explain how the tasks are decided
on to begin with. A common technique for identifying search areas is
explained by Yamauchi [7]. Robots look at the information gathered
so far, move into a frontier cell at the edge of the acquired map, and
repeat until every part of the structure has been covered.

Another method presented by Stachinss, Mozos, and Burgard [5]
involves applying semantic labels to known areas and estimating their
importance as criteria to distribute a task. The more robots that are
present increase the number of di↵erent areas that can be explored
at once. Regardless of the method, computers can only divide a task
based on the information collected from the current environment, and
potentially draw upon prior search techniques. Some limitations exist
with these search algorithm implementations.

3.1.2. Demonstration of Limitations. Consider a structure of reason-
able complexity in which a group of robots is placed towards one ex-
treme. For ease of illustration, consider a many-story building in which
the robots start out on a floor close to the base of the building. (This
concept also applies to a single story building with a large and complex
floor plan.) As the robots venture out from their starting location, they
determine that they can either go up or down in the building. Because



they know nothing about their environment other than the minimal
data collected initially, they would deem it most logical to split the task
equally, sending half of the robots explore upwards while the other half
explores downwards. Once the downward heading group reaches the
bottom of the building, they will realize the need to change directions
and move upward to aid the search of the other robots. These robots
will eventually backtrack and waste time. If they are unable to catch
up, this half of the team may e↵ectively become useless.

3.1.3. Minimizing Potential for This Limitation. If additional infor-
mation had been acquired in the early stages of the search, the robots
would have had a much more accurate guide for distributing robots ef-
ficiently from the start. Now imagine the robots searching the building
again, but this time with knowledge of the building height through an
exterior search or aerial photo. The robots can now evenly distribute
themselves throughout the building and each search the same number
of floors, reducing the amount of backtracking and redundant explo-
ration. When more information is present from the start of the search,
fewer guesses are made when assigning tasks. Because exterior building
information is typically easy to collect, it provides an excellent cost to
reward ratio and contributes very useful information to the search.

3.2. Search Patterns.

3.2.1. Exterior Search. Information about the exterior of a building
can be acquired from satellite images, aerial photography, or user input
that provided preceding the search. If such information is unavailable,
a robot can employ a variation of the right hand rule used to search a
maze. The right hand rule is explained with the following example. If
a person were to walk forward while continuously touching the build-
ing, they would eventually circle the entire building. Because building
exteriors are typically less complex than interiors, a robot will deter-
mine the shape of the building quicker than navigating the hallways
and rooms inside.

3.2.2. Interior Search. Once exterior information has been gathered,
the robots can fill in the building with the passages and rooms that
lie within. An excellent technique for furthering the e�ciency of task
allocation within a structure is detailed by Stachinss et al. [5] who
applies semantic place labels to search areas. Because many structures
have traits in common, applying learned commonalities is a way to find
areas with a high yield for new areas. For instance hallways often lead
to new areas whereas small rooms usually do not. This technique could



be used to analyze the shape of a building to estimate where hallways,
stairwells, and entrances are.

4. Simulation

4.1. Tree-Node Based Building Model. For the purposes of test-
ing algorithm e�ciency, a tree of nodes can be used to model a building
floor plan. In a real-world implementation with a robot, the techniques
presented in this paper would apply to data gathered from sensors.

4.1.1. Setup of Tree Model. In this simulation, agents (virtual robots)
are deployed to traverse and attempt to re-create a tree. As detailed
in section 2.1, e�ciency depends on the total number of moves made
by each agent. To mimic the long hallways of a building and provide
an accurate estimation of traversal distance, tree nodes represent an
arbitrarily consistent distance. To mimic a real-world robotic search,
each node represents the range of sight for an agent. This equates
to between 10 and 20 feet. Single child tree nodes mimic a portion
of a hallway that does not contain adjoining hallways or rooms. See
figure 1. As the agent traverses the tree, it will make decisions similar
to those made during actual building search, without the imprecision
of translating 3D readings into nodes.

Figure 1.

4.1.2. Source of Exterior Data. As detailed previously, there are sev-
eral methods for analyzing the exterior of a structure to determine
likely interior layouts. The particular method for making these infer-
ences goes beyond the scope of this research, so the tests will use a
hard-coded exterior waypoint tree to imitate the exterior bounds of



the structure. Waypoint nodes will contain references to their detailed
tree node counterparts but will not have a fixed node distance. See fig-
ure 2. Because this tree exists for the purposes of optimizing traversal
e�ciency by appropriately assigning tasks, there is no need to measure
individual steps. Each node will contain a cost estimation to adjoining
nodes so that agents can be e↵ectively distributed.

Figure 2.

4.1.3. Method for Distinguishing Hallways and Rooms. A real-world
implementation should contain logic to determine hallways and rooms
from the collected data. Hallway detection logic is not considered here,
so the simulation tree will place all rooms on the opposite side of the
waypoint-to-waypoint traversal direction such that the agent is able to
distinguish between the two. See figure 3.

Figure 3. When an agent moves from its current node
to a target node, it will move in the specified direction
until it finds the target node. If the agent is also in-
structed to explore between the nodes, it will recursively
search in the opposite direction of its traversal direction.



4.2. Tolerance for Error. Of course the inferences made in the real
world about a building’s interior will periodically be incorrect, how-
ever a good implementation of this algorithm would re-calculate for
discrepancies found during the search. The simulation presented here
is a best-case scenario, but does allow for some degree of discrepancy.
The exterior tree is merely a tree containing waypoints that correlate
with the actual map. The agents search the building and can traverse
the tree waypoint to waypoint. Even if the waypoints are further apart
than originally expected by the simulator, the agent can keep searching
until it arrives at the waypoint. To distribute tasks among all agents,
the simulation controller will spread them evenly across the waypoints
and have each agent search its designated area.

4.3. Test Map. This tree was designed to be di�cult for an agent to
solve and to resemble ideas found in real-world structures. Although
it is not based on a particular building, the tree resembles a large
commercial size building.



4.4. Search Algorithms.

4.4.1. Non-Waypoint Aided Search. When agents begin a search of an
area they know nothing about, they work their way outward until the
entire area has been covered. At the starting point, agents are divided
equally into two groups that travel in opposite directions. When either
group finds a diverging path, the group will again be divided. This
process is continued until the map has been fully explored.

If a group has only one member and cannot be divided, that agent
will explore in a postorder traversal pattern. After an agent visits a
node, it will mark that node as being explored to prevent redundant
work. Because the search is a postorder search, nodes will be marked
as visited after left and right paths have been exhausted. This allows
other agents to enter the path if only a portion of it has been searched.

When an agent or group of agents reaches the end of the direction
in which they are searching, they will travel in the opposite direction
to find an unexplored front to search. Because the complexity of a
map remains unknown until the completion of the search, agents must
attempt to improve search time by making their way to unexplored
regions. Once the entire map has been explored, agents can cease
movement.

4.4.2. Waypoint Aided Search. Similar to the non-aided search, teams
of agents are divided at the start of the search and at the head of any
diverging paths. Instead of dividing the agents into equal parts, the
total estimated cost of each direction (provided by the waypoint tree)
determines the ratio of agents assigned to search each direction. The
lower cost path must be assigned to at least one agent in order to reduce
backtracking. To achieve this, cost is calculated using the formula 1.

(1) AgentsLowExplore =
CostLow

CostLow + CostHigh
· AgentsToSplit

If the result rounds to 0, it will be overridden with a value of 1. The
number of agents sent to explore the high cost path can be represented
by the formula 2.

(2) AgentsHighExplore = AgentsToSplit� AgentsLowExplore

When multiple agents traverse a waypoint segment together, one
will explore recursively, and the rest will travel directly to the target
waypoint. Once an agent has reached its target, the agent or agent
team can continue exploring by following the same cost calculation.

Once an agent is unable to continue, it is not allowed to return in
the opposite direction unless the agent was assigned to explore the



area because the cost analysis rounded to zero and was overridden to
one. Because the waypoint cost analysis distributes the agents evenly
throughout the map, it would not be beneficial to have agents back-
track to reach other portions of the map. If agents move at the same
rate, they would not catch up to the other agents in the system. Back-
tracking would only add unnecessary work.

4.5. Algorithm Components Excluded from Simulation.

4.5.1. Endless Loop Prevention. Some structures have hallways that
connect in a way that creates the potential for an agent to become
stuck searching the same hallway repeatedly. There are algorithms
that provide a means for avoiding these loops by tracking the number
of times an agent visits a given location. For the simplicity of the
simulator, we have elected to design our testing maps without these
loops.

4.5.2. Returning to Origin. A team knows it has completed searching
when the dead end of each existing path has been found, and the lowest
level node that has no further path has been reached. Upon completion
of the exploration of an area, agents can either cease searching or return
to the point at which they started. Because we are interested in the
e�ciency of searching an area, the simulation will not have agents
return to their origin point. Returning home adds distance to the
traversal distance that is not necessarily related to the e�ciency of
searching the area. There may be ways of optimizing the search so
that the return path is as short as possible, but the methods for such
optimization are not the focus of this research.

4.5.3. Deadlock. The proximity between robots that constitutes dead-
lock is dependent on the type and size of robot. Because the algorithms
used for simulation could apply to a variety of robots, it is di�cult to
assign an appropriate threshold to measure the occurrence of deadlock.
For this reason, deadlock will not be factored into this simulation. Be-
cause both e�ciency and the chance of deadlock increase with an in-
crease in robots, there would likely be a point at which an increase in
robots equates to less e�ciency. It is probable that the e�ciency of a
multi-agent search would resemble a bell curve.



4.6. Simulation Results.
Number
of Agents

Unaided
Search

Aided
Search

Di↵erence

1 174 156 18
2 186 176 10
3 208 167 41
4 284 164 120
6 384 181 203
8 468 197 271
10 480 243 237
12 708 306 402
14 765 303 462
16 834 350 484

4.7. Results Analysis. With under three agents, step di↵erences are
minor. In these cases, waypoint aided search is slightly more e�-
cient due to the algorithm’s ability to reduce backtracking by exploring
shorter cost areas first. Once three agents are used, the e↵ects of task
distribution become more pronounced. This trend continues as the
di↵erence between aided and unaided searches grow larger with the
addition of agents. See figure 4. The simulation was discontinued after
using 16 agents. More agents would not significantly improve aided
e�ciency for the size tree used in simulation.

Figure 4. Simulation Results Graph



5. Conclusion

In this research, an algorithm for speeding up the multi-agent search
of an unknown environment was presented. This algorithm takes into
account exterior structural information. Because there are commonali-
ties between many man-made structures, generalizations can be drawn
to improve the e�ciency of a search by appropriately distributing
agents throughout the search environment. Tests were performed to
compare searches that utilize exterior data with those that don’t. Af-
ter analyzing the results, it was found that the aided search could be
significantly more e�cient than an unaided search. In either case, more
agents improve search time, however this benefit would peak in the real
world due to the e↵ects of deadlock. There is also a correlation between
the amount of exterior information present in an aided search and the
e�ciency increase seen compared to an unaided search.

While an aided search has the potential to greatly improve search
e�ciency, there are cases where the e↵ects are minor. If misleading
information is supplied, a team may become confused and do poorly.
If a team of robots starts deep within a building and cannot acquire
exterior information, the team will be reduced to the e↵ectiveness of
an unaided search. Finally, the time taken to explore the exterior
of a structure will be a consideration for its e�ciency. For a large
building, the e�ciency gained by searching the exterior outweighs the
cost of performing the initial search. There is likely a point at which
it becomes less e�cient to search the exterior for a small building. If
exterior data is provided from satellite images, aerial photos, or user
input, search e�ciency should never be hindered as a result of access
to exterior data. Used in the proper setting, an exterior aided search
can have excellent benefits on search e�ciency.
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